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ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHME~
Designing to avoid dangerous behaviour of an
aircraft
due to the effects on contral hinge
moments of ice on the leadzng edge of the
fixed surface

DE.

Morris,

B.Sc.,

SUMMARY

The results
of wind tunnel neasuremsnts of the hinge moments of a
Viking elevator with sinmlated ice on the ta&plane
leading edge are
used to explain uncontrollable
pit&g
oscillations
of the alrcraft
which occurred during a flight
with ice on the tailplane
leading edge.
Reference is made to theoretical.
reports which show that with certain
elevator (or rudder) hingemoment characteristics
increasing
oscillations in pitch (or yaw) are obtained.
It is suggested that the imposing of certain limitations
on the
control surface hinge moment coefficients
w-ill elvninate the possibility
of a repetition
of the Viking incident on future aircraft
designs.
In order to achieve this it IS recommended that for elevators and
rudders the value of -b2 should not be less than 0.10 (0.12 if they have
For ailerons it is reoorsnended that -b2
an unshielded horn balance).
The value of the elevator bl should be
should not be less than 0.075.
such that the stick free neutral point is not more than 0.05~ aft of the
stick fixed neutral point.
For rudders the value of bl should be
desqned to be less than 0.05.
It IS suggested that tests shotid be put in hand to deternune the
accuracy with which b2 for an elevator can be measured in flight
during
Should it prove practicable
to obtain the needed
quick routine tests.
accuracy, consideration
should be given to framing a definite
requirement
for a lower limit
for -b2 on elevators with possibly an escape clause in
certain cases, e.g. for power operated controls.
Very soon after this report was written Messrs. Vickers-Annstrongs
to the Viking elevator which, whilst still
Ltd., introduced a modification
maintarnang an adequate msrgs.n of stick free stability,
has successfully
CLU-&
the troubles due to ice.
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Follovnng a recentlncdent
during a flight
on aViking
a-raft
when &fflculty
was e~perlenced in controlling
pitching
oscillations
which occurred when xe formed on the tadplane
leading edge, the
question has arisen of whether design rules can be fornailated to prevent
future alroraft
types suffering
fmm such trouble
In this note an attempt will be made to explasn the reasons for the
behaviour of the arrcraft
in these conditions,
snd design rules are
suggested for clvoi&ng such behaviour u1 future.
Guidance in lnte
reting the flight
experience has been obtained
fmmwindtunn@
tests "f on zVlklngta.il@l.ane
and devatorinwhich
elevator hinge moments were measurea lvlth various types 3f ice fomations
simulated on the tadplane
leading edge. The results of these tests
showed that ice on the tailplane
leadxng edge caused. comparatively
large
changes in the elevator lunge moments u1 the direction
of overbalance,
i.e. bl becam? less negative (or more posltlve)
and b2 became less negative.
When considering possible vardxons
of the basic hinge moments of
contrds
it is essential
to consder the variations
from normal due to
random manufactuz7.y crmrs.
The importance of the effects of such
errors has been realised for a long time and designers have been warned
of their possible magnituae2.
It is obviously important that the effects of such variations
in
control hinge moments should not be allowed to cause dangerous handling
characteristics
of the amcraft.
An obviously dangerous binge moment characteris&
is a positive
value of b2, i.e. overbalance.
Thus It appears desirable to design to
a minimum value of -b2 SO ttit
the effects of Ice combined with the
effects of manufacturing errors do not make b2 positive.
If bl is large and positive
in combination mth a small (near zero)
positive
or negative values of b2 for the elevator (or rudder) undamped
stick free pitching
(or directional)
oscillations
occur. These oscillatlons are caused by the induced movements of the contml surfaces.
When
the aircraft
is dIsturbed,
giving a change in tail incidence,
the cornparatively
large values of posltlve
bl, combined with a small value of
causes
a
large
stabilising
control
movemmt.
This overcorrects
the
-b2,
disturbance and thus an increasing
oscillation
1s set up.
This type of motion has been investlgate?i
theoretically
for both
The
period
of
the
oscillation
1s
about
l-2
seconds
pitch3 and yad+.
for the pit&g
oscillations
and about l-5 secondB for the dxectiond.
Exam$les of such osclllatlons
have been obtained in
oscillations.
flight
on quote a number of aircraft,
even vnthout ice present.
In
general,
however, tlii motion has not been unclamped.
When considering the possibility
of the pilot being able to stop
very
important
factors
are the shortness of the
such oscillations,
period and the magnitude of the stick forces required to prevent the
induced
central movements. When the pselrod is about1 sec. it is
possible for the pilot,
in his attempts to dan?p out the oscillatim
to
get o& of step and actually move his control so as to mu-ease the
The most satisfactory
way of dealing vvlth such-oscillat~o~S
oscillation.
appears to be to attempt to hold the stick (or rudd&r bar) fixed.
If
-3-

the value of' bl is very large the pilot may not possess the strength to
do this and this is the really dangerous condition.
Hence, in additxm to impossng samelimit on the value of b2, it
is necessary that somelirmt be placed on bl exther to prevent the
occurrence of unstable oscillations or to make the oscillations easily
controllable when they do occur,
2

Tunnel measurementsof the hlnae momentsof a Vlklng elevator

Elevator hinge momentswere measured on a full scale starboard
tailplane end elevator of a Vikvlg aircraft in the large tunnel at R.A.E.
'The detailed results have been reported elsewhere1 and only a brief
sumnary will be given here.
Sketches of the various types of ice formations simulated in the
tunnel tests are given in Fig.1. Type A is intended to represent the ice
fomation obsenred on the vl4ring.
A brief description of the T.K.S. de-icing system as fitted on the
Viking may be of assistance in understanding the sigmf~cance of the
various ice formations simulated. In the T.K.S. system, de-iciq fluid
is forced out thmugh porous metal strips fitted along the leading edge
of the w3ng or stabilising surface. In the case of the Viking tailplane
there are two such strips on the ulboard part and a single strip on the
outer paqt of the span. If the flow of de-leer fluid is not sufficient,
ice may form on the leading eQe, except in the &mediate ne&hbourhood
of the porous metel strips. .'J!ype A represents such a formation with no
ice on the metal strips and a rough ice formation elsewhere. Type B
represents an extreme form of Type x.
Here the surface is dear apart
frwn two ridges formed ane on each side of the leading edge. Type C
simulates a smooth ice formation and was tries only on the horn balance.
Measurerrents of the elevator i+nge momentswere made over a renge of
trailing
elevator a es and tailplane incldences. Because oft&large
em de T 224 deg.) the hinge momentcurves were non-linear and the
values of bl and b2 were taken where the slopes were numerically the
smallest, (1.e. minrmumvalues of -b2 were taken). The folLowing table
sumnarises the results and gives the changes (Abl andAb2) in bl and b2
in the various conditions when cornpa?%with the no ice condition.
.

,

TABLE1

r

(
Cimdition
No ice
With ice
11 ,t
I, I,
0 11
I, II
!I I,

bl
acH
,( % >

b2
H
a-c
("">

0.195
A
B
c
A
B
A

on horn only
,I II
It
,I (I
II
on tailplane only
II
I,
1t
on both horn and
tailplane

-0.055
-0.035
-0.035
-0.035!

0.225

0.195
0.210

0.265
L
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0.020
0.020
0.020

o.p30

-0.030

o.il5
0.055
0,165

to.020

0.060

0

0.250
0.360

Ab2

0.055
0.025
0.075
i

It is interesting to note that Type B, which represents an extreme
Type A, though It has a much larger effect on bl, has a smaller
effect on b2. The results for Type A are probably most representative of
a nonnsl rough ice formation.
~OZYII
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The Viking port elevator has e smaller horn bdanoe than the starboard elevator,
This will of course make the elevator huge momentsan
the actual aircraft different from those given above.
3

Flight

experience on the Viking

During a flight to investigate the efficacy ef the Viking de-icing
equipment, fairly severe icing conditions were encountered. The de-ioing
fluid flow was not sufficient
to prevent ice forming, but the porous
metal stm-ps themselves remained free of ice. An ice formation similar
to Type A of Fzg.1 was observed.
Whenthe auto pilot was de-clutched under these conditions the
control
aircraft
started to do unccdcrollable pitching oscillations.
was regalned with the aid of the auto-pilot.
Whenthe ice had been
renmved.from the fixedtailplane
the behaviour of the aircraft ~a.5 satisfactory though quite a lot of ICC still ~mained on the elevator horn
bslsnoc.
The vialentpitchlng
motion was an example of the elevator induced
increasing oscillations described in para.1. The pilot was quite unable,
by himself, to prevent the stick movmg, i.e. bl was extremely large and
.
positive.
In the case of the Viking the basic elevator (without ice) has a
large posltlve bl and. a rather small negatzve b2 (cf. Table I) in order
to give the aircraft a large gain in stability
on freeing the stick.
At
clullblng speed the gain m stability
stick free compared mth stick
fzxed is about 0.18~ engine on and about 0.26~ with the engrnes throttled.
This was needed.because the stick fixed stability
of the aeroplane was
very madequate. It must be emphasised that this is a very undesirable
state of affairs; in our view a designer should aim to get most of his
stability
stick fixed, and should only use the difference between stick
free and stick fixed stabdity
for making relatively small adjustments.
The recommendedmaximumgain in stability
on freeing the stick is 0.05~.
bad
damping
of the stick free short
KIlowing for productlcn variations,
period oscillation might be expected on someVdangs even wlthout ice.
The horn effects of ice on the tailplane leading edge, which
wodd make b2 still smeller and possibly positive (overbalanced) and at
the Sane time would make bl still more positive gives the conditions
rewired for a dangerously undampedpitching oscillation.
Thus the Viking elevator had undesirable hinge moment characteristics
which becamedangerous when ICE formed cm the tailplane-leadzing edge.
Flight tests5 made on a Viking fitted with a modified elevator with
a b2 of about -0.1, but with quite a large positive
haveshownthat
the short period stick free oscillation is dampedwits;* a variety of bad
we formatlons on the tailplane and holn balance.
4

Design values of bl and b2

In para. It VLSstated that the trouble experienced on the Viking
can be avoided by imposing restrictions
on b2 and possibly on bl.

Flg.2 show theoretically
derived. boundaries of' rudder by, and b2
for damping of the rudder free oscillations.
Similar
boundaries can be
drawn from the investlgaticns
of Ref.3.
The boundary for increasing
oscillatmns
is of the same order for both rudders and elevators.
The
divergence boundary ZLScrltlcslly
dependent on the static stability
of
the aircrai? whilst the lncreaslng oscillation
boundary ris practxally
independent of this.
One method of avoding unclsmped stick free oscillatwns
1~ to make
b2 large and negative so that the combined. effects of ice and. manufacturing
errors will not bring rt lntc the lncreasmg csciLlatUzns
region, whatever
In order to do this the value of -b2 with ice must be
the value of bl.
greater than about 0.1. This would make the minimm basic design vdue
This 1s too large a value, if pure aerodynamic balance
of -b2 about 0.2.
is to be used, for aircraft
of more than about 20,000 lb all up weight.
Making bl negative enough to prevent ice and manufacturing eIToIg
making It positive
is not practicable
because of the large d.estabilislng
effects invdved
on %eing
the stick.
Hence It is ccnsxdered that the recommendaylons should aim at preventing b2 becoming posltlve,
allow the possibility
of increasing oscillations,
but prevent bl becoming so large and positive
that the pilot
cannot easily control the motion by preventing the stick (or rudder bar)
moving.
From the resuits
of the tunnel tests on the Viking devator
given
zn Table I of para.2, it 1s seen that ice on the tall$ane
leading edge
may change b2 by 0.055 and ice on the wshxelded horn balance may give a
further
change of 0.020.

F

Morgan in Ref.2 states that manufacturing errors may cause a varlation in Kb2 of qz to + 0.05 between controls made to the same drawings.
These are extreme figures based on the standard of manufactwre in wartime; an improvement UI manufacture can be expected under peace conditions,
and this may ~11 reduce the limits
to about + 0.025.
Thus, given fairly
carefd
manufacture, Ice and manufacturing
errore
may combine to give a total reduction in -b2 of 0.08 from the value
normally realised
in prcduction.
If the control has an unshielded horn
balance there may be a further reductlcn of 0.02.
Making allowances
for the fact that these figures are based on a
to recommend for elevators and rudders
single test, It appears desirable
'of aircraft
on which Ice may form on the tail'plane
or fin leadin
edges,
that the normal basic value of -b2 should not be less than 0.10 ? 0.12
tire
the control has an unshiebded horn balance).
There 1s no infcrmatrcn
of the effect on the aileron hinge moments
of ice on the ~nngleadihg
edges. It
is considered that the effect would
be rather smaller than for the elevator as the control occupies less of
the fixed surface chord.
It 1s therefore suggested that a minimum value
of -b2 for ailerons should be 0.075.
Determining a msximum positive
value of bl so that, when b2
can prevent the stick moving when pitching
about zero, the pilot
latlons start is extrewl
difficult,
The unknown factor 1s the
m incidence (or sideslkp
that may occwr before the pilot
tries
the motion.

is
oscfichange
to s-top

*

i

the
not
very
with
tmn

In the case of military
axcraft
a limit
1s unposed on the value of
elevator bl by the requlreixnt
that the stick free neutral pout must
be more than 0.05~ aft of the stxk futed neutral point.
This means,
approximately,
that bl must not be greater than (-b&j).
Experlenoe
the Viking seems to suggest that this would be a sufflolent
restrlcon the value of bl for elevators.

There is no comparable method of llmltlng
the value of bl for
rudders.
As It is extremely diffxult
to measure bl in flight
(see
para.5) only a desxgn recommondatlons can be made. It 1s wnsdered
for rudders bl should not be desIgned to be greater than 0.05.

that

In general the value of bl for ailerons WILL be negative.
It
oertamly
will not be large and positive.
It x3 therefore considered
that no recommendation of lunlts
for bl is'necessary
m the case of
ailerons.

5

Practicability

of fllaht

tests

The question of checking that the reoommendat~ons are adhered to
must be considered.
It 18 obviously desirable that this should be done .
at an early stage timg
the prototype flight
tests, If practicable,
wxth
occasional checks on some production arrcraft
i

Of the three controls the elevator characteristics
can be checked
most easily.
If the limitation
on bl 1s rrade by specifying
a certain
minimum difference
between the stick fixed and stick free neutral points,
this will be checked automat~oally
when determmmg the static longltudinal stability
characteristics
1.e. from the trim cxrrves. The value of
b2 can be obtained from trim curves done at two C.G. positions
in which
the stick forces to trim at fuced trim tab settrngs are measured.. If
there 1s a means of shifting
the C.G. position
111flight
b2 can be
measured very easily by trimming at a given speed wxth one C.G. position
then measurmg the change m stick force and elevator angle to trim at
everything
else remaining unthe same speed at another C.G. posItion,
Civil.
aircraft,
in
whxh
passengers
can
be
moved alont the
Changed.
aircraft
to shift the C.G. posltlon
are very suitable
for doing this.
Tests are to be made shortly to determine the accuracy of measurements '
made using this quick method.
There is no qulok roethod of measuring bl and b2 for the rudder.
Throttling
back an engine on one side to obtain a yawxng nmment is
Firstly,
the technique is rather too elaborate
objected to on two counts.
for routine tests, and secondly because in the case of pmpeller
driven
aircraft
there is an unknown change of incidence overthe fm.
Thus in
the case of rudders, the reconrmendation can be applied only to design
values
of bl and b2.
The value of Kb2 (K 1s the response factor) for ailerons can be
aetermlned from measurements of stlok forces when rates of roll are
but 1s conmeasured. If this is done the method is straightforward,
sidered too elaborate Just in order to do a routine check on the value
of bz. In this case again the recommendation can be applied only to
design values.
In conclusion It should be stressed that any recommendations
restricting
in effect the closeness of aerodynamic balance can onljl be
applied &redly
to controls with plain aerodynamic balance, WUXUXI.~
They obviously would not be applied directly
to irreversible
operatea.
They should, however, be applied to the basic
power operated controls.
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(no assister or tab Looked) huge moment coefficients
of power assisted
controls,
spring tab mntrols,
end pure servo tab mntmls.
c
The requirements suggested may form severe lxnitat~ons
on the use
of plain aerodynamic balance a,the controls of very large or very fast
aircraft,
in that the controls may be excessively
heavy. They would
form the designer of such aircraft
to the use of power assisted,
spring
tab or pure servu tab controls,
all of which can be made baslcdly
(tab
locked) heavier than the -plain mntrol,
or alternatively,
to the use of
ifieversible
power operation.

'

Whether the requirements are applied only to design values or
whether they are applied to values realised in flight,
it is considered
desirable that future designs satisfy some such requirements If there
is a possibility
of the de-icing system failing
or of the system being
not fully effective
in dealing with icing mndltions.
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